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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {p,} be a sequence of numbers such that p,, > 0 andp, > 0 for n 
We use the following notations: 
P,:= fpk 
k=O 
for 12 = 0, I,..., 
q(x) := 5 P,X" for real x 
n=o 
and, for a given sequence {So} of complex numbers, 
n&4 := f  Pnwn for real X. 
(E=O 
1, 2,.... 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
We shall say that (s,} is M,-limitable to o, and write sn + a(Mp), if 
lim n-m PC1 CL PkSk = (T. We shall say that {sJ is J,-limitable to o, and write 
s, -+ o(J,) or s, ---f a(JtD,l), if the series (1.1) has radius of convergence 1, the 
series (1.2) converges for 0 < x < 1 and lim,,,- q,(x)/q(x) = a holds. It is 
known that both, the MD-method and the J,-method are regular if and only if 
P,, --+ cc as 12 --f cc. In this case s, -+ u(MzI) implies s, --+ a(JD) (Ishiguro [8; 
Theorem 11, Soni [1X; Theorem l]), but the converse is not always true. 
The aim of this paper is to show that for a wide class of sequences {pn} the 
following theorems hold: 1j s, = O,(l), then s, -+ u(J~) impZies s, + a(M,,) 
(Theorem 4.1). I f  s, - s,,-~ = O,(p,/P,), then s, --+ a( J,) implies s, ---f u 
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(Theorem 5.3). If lim inf(s, - sm) > 0 when n > m -+ co in an “appropriate 
tnanner”, then s, + o(J,) implies s, + u (Theorem 6.3). 
These theorems contain all theorems of this kind which are known to us for 
special methods. For example Theorem 4.1 contains the following theorem of 
Hardy and Littlewood [6]: If s, = O,(l), then s, -+ o(A,) implies s, ---f o(Cr), 
where A, and C, denote the Abel-method and the Cesiro-method of order 1. 
Further it contains theorems of Ishiguro [7], Kwee [ll] and Phillips [13]. 
Theorem 5.3 contains the following famous theorem of Hardy and Littlewood 
[6]:Ifs,- s,-I = O,( l/n) then s, + o(A,) implies s, - (T. It also contains 
theorems of Rangachari and Sitaraman [15] and Phillips [13]. Theorem 6.3, 
which is a generalization of Theorem 5.3, contains a well-known theorem of 
Schmidt [16] for the AI-method, a theorem of Jeyarajan [9] and again theorems 
of Kwee [IO], [II] and Phillips [13]. 
The investigations of this note were suggested by a paper of Soni [ 181, who 
showed that the assertions of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 6.3 are true, if the 
sequence (p,} is of the form p, =L(n)/(n + l), where L is a slowly varying 
function in the sense of Karamata. Soni’s theorems too, are special cases of 
Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 6.3 respectively. 
2. NOTATION 
Let f and g be two functions defined for x > x,, and let g(x) # 0 there. Then 
we write f(x) N g(x) as x -+ co, if limo+m f (x)/g(x) = 1. The same notation is 
used when x tends to a finite limit or when x tends to infinity through the set of 
nonnegative integers, i.e., when f and g are sequences. 
All sequences {x3 are defined for n = 0, l,... if nothing else is said, and we 
always write x, -+ .$ for x, + f as n + 03. Let (xn> and (y,> be two sequences 
and let yn # 0 for n 3 n, . Then the symbols x, = O(y,), x, = O,$yn) mean 
respectively that (xla/yn> (n > n,) is bounded, or bounded below. Letters H, K, 
Kl, K, ,... will denote nonnegative real constants. 
3. REGULARLY VARYING FUNCTIONS 
The function R is said to be regularly varying (at infinity) if it is real-valued, 
positive and measurable on [A, co) for some A > 0, and for each h > 0 
& R(hx)/R(x) = AD (3.1) 
holds for some real p. If R is regularly varying and (3.1) holds, then we write 
R E V, . The function L is said to be do&y varying (at infinity) if L E V, . Thus 
R E V, if and only if R can be written in the form R(x) = x~L(x) with L E V, . 
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For further properties of regularly varying functions we refer to the book of 
Seneta [I 71, where detailed references concerning the original literature are 
given. 
For functions L E I’,, the following Representation Theorem holds (cf. [17; 
Theorem 1.21): If L is de$ned on [A, co) for some A > 0 and L E V, , then there 
exists a number B 3 A such that for all x 3 B we have 
L(x) = exp /q(x) + /: 9 dt/ , 
where 7 is a bounded measurable function on [B, 00) such that q(x) -+ c as x -j co 
for some real c, and E is a continuous function on [B, CD) such that G(X) ---f 0 as 
x+ co. 
In this paper we only use functions R E V, with p 2 -1, which are continuous 
for x 3 0. 
LEMMA 3.1. If R E V,, , then 
R(x) N inf R(t) N_ sup R(t) as X-+00. 
2-l&$ r-1<t<z 
Proof. R can be written in the form R(x) = xoL(x) where L E V, . By the 
Representation Theorem we get for sufficiently large x 
R(x)/ inf R(t) -L(x)/ inf L(t) 
X-l@@ z-1q<z 
= sup 
s-1gtgx 
exp 17(x) - T(t) + J’T 9 dul -+ 1 
as x-+ co, 
with 7 and E as stated above. Therefore R(x) ci infz-rqtsz R(t) as x --, co. The 
assertion R(x) N ~up,-i~~~~ R(t) as x -+ cc can be shown in the same way. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let R E V, , R*(x) := st R(t) dt for x > 0, p, := R(n) such 
that P,+ co as n+ co. Let 
P(x) := P, forn<x<n+l, n=O,l,.... (3.2) 
Then R* E V,,,, , PE V,,,, and P(x) N R*(x) as x-+ co. 
Proof. Letp(x):=p,forn<x<n+l,n=O,l,....Thenforn-11 
x < n, n sufficiently large, we have 
R(n) 
Sup,-lstsn R(t) 
inLlstsn R(t) G R(x) G R(n) Sup,-lstsn R(t) 
R(n) p(x) inLlstsn R(t) R(n) ’ 
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and therefore by Lemma 3.1 
R(x) -p(x) as x--r 03. (3.3) 
Using a variant of a theorem of Stolz (cf. Adamovid [l; Lemme I]) we get by 
P,-+ co and (3.3) 
lim R*(x) 5p(l) dt = lim ~ = R(x) 1 
x+cc s+a2 P(x) 
(3.4) 
from which, again by P, - co 
R*(x) + cc as X-CC (3.5) 
follows. Now R*(hx)/R*(x) = h j’z R(ht) dt/sz R(t) dt. Therefore by (3.5) and 
Stolz’s theorem we get 
R*(hx)/R*(x) N AR(Ax)/R(x) N hof1 as x-+ co, 
and thus 
R* E V,,, (3.6) 
We have for sufficiently large x 
P(x) 1 
s 
[x1+1 
=- 
R*(x) R*(x) o 
P(t) dt 
= R*(Fl + 1) 1 
s 
[al+1 
R*(x) R*ml + 1) 
p(t) dt - 1 as x-+ 03, 
0 
by (3.6) and Lemma 3.1 applied to R* at the point [x] + 1 and by (3.4). Now 
P(x) - 1 
R*(x) 
as X--tC?l, 
together with (3.6) implies P E V,,, . 
LEMMA 3.3. With the assumptions of Lemma 3.2 we have 
irn e-“zP(x) dx N T(p + 2) t P ($) as y -+ O+. 
Proof. We have 
Jb’ e-YZP(x) dx = P(0) + (1 - e-#) + P(O) = 0 (T(P f 2) $ P ($)) 
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as y + O+. So we may assume in the rest of the proof that P(X) = 0 for 0 < 
x < 1. By Lemma 3.2 we have P E V,,, . Accordingly there exists a function 
L E V,, such that P(x) = x0-tlL(x) for x > 0. Further we have, for t := l/y, 
Y >o, 
s 
m  
0 
e-~~P(x)dx=$~ome-q~)du=tJ~e-~P(tx)dx. 
Putting f(x) : = e-?V+l we get (cf. [17; Theorems 2.6 and 2.71) 
So”f(x>L(tx) dx = .kfC4 L(W dx .kfCx, dx + J?f(x)L(tx) dx SF f(x) dx 
-w F(P + 2) L(t) J;fCx) dx F(P + 2) L(t) J,” f(x) dx T(P + 2) 
-+r(p:2)J:((x)dx=l as t--too, 
and therefore 
m e-Y”P(x) dx N t~+~L(t) F(p + 2) as t--+00, 
from which the assertion follows. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let R E V, , R*(x) := si R(t) dt for x > 0. 
(a) If R E V-, such thut R*(x) 4 00 as x + co, then 
xR(x)/R*(x) + 0 as x+ co. 
(b) If A E V,, (p > -1) then xR(x)/R*(x)-tp + 1 as x+ 00. 
Proof. (a) For x sufficiently large we have by the Representation Theorem 
R(x) = (l/x) expbix) + .fi (4)/t) 4 with 71 and E as stated above. Therefore 
xR(4 K s x 44 - ___ R*(x) ’ R*(x) exp B t dt. 
By Stolz’s theorem we get 
= !i+i c(x) e-“(%) = 0. 
(b) Assume first that R(x) = x~,?I,(x) with L E V, . For 0 < 7 < p + 1 we 
have j: t-“tD dt = (p - 7 + 1)-l so that by [17; Theorem 2.71 we get 
I 
1 
L(x) toL(xt) dt N - x+ co. 
0 p+1 as (3.7) 
70 
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s 1 tpL(xt) dt = -o-1 s cc @L(u) du = x-o-lR*(x) 0 0 
and therefore we have by (3.7) 
X-O-lR*(x) N -fJ$ as x -+ co 
or equivalently &(x)/R*(x) 3 p + 1 as x -+ 03. Now if R E V, arbitrarily we 
can apply the result obtained above (since in [17; Theorem 2.71 it is not assumed 
that L is continuous) to the function RI , where R,(x) : = 0 for 0 < x < 1, 
R,(x) := R(x) for x 3 1, and obtain xR(x)/sI R(t) dt -+ p + 1 as x -+ GO. The 
last result is equivalent to xR(x)/R*(x) -+ p + 1 as x -+ 00. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let R E V, , p, : = R(n), 01 < 1 jixed. Then Czsopn(n + 1)-o-a 
= co. 
Proof. By the Representation Theorem (for N > B so large that 
max,>, 1 c(t)/ < 1 - (Y and 1 T(X) - c 1 < 3) for x > N we have 
= & no-1 i-a for n 3 N, 
and therefore 
from which the assertion follows. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let p > 0, R E V,, , p, : = R(n), P,, -+ co, (Y < p + 1 jixed, 
qn := p,(n + l)-“, Qn := Cz=, qk . Then 
2$* Ps-1 n-t co. 
n It p-a+1 as 
Proof. We have R*(x) N xR(x)/(p + 1) as x + co by Lemma 3.4(b). Thus 
P, CY npn/(p + I) as n- co by Lemma 3.2. Similar R(x) (x + I)-” E V,,.-, 
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implies Qn N nq,/(p - 01+ 1) as n + co, since ~~zO qla = co by Lemma 3.5. 
Therefore 
---(n+ 1).g-(n+ ])“Q” ‘+’ Qn~n _ 
4nPn 
as n--t co, 
n p,p--olt1 
from which the assertion follows. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let p > 0, R E V,, , R*(x) := Jt R(t) dt for x 3 0, p, := R(n) 
such that P, -+ co us n--f 00, 01 E [0, l)$xed, R*(n)/R*(m) --f 1 US n > m + 03. 
Then (m/n)P+a +l asn>m-+co. 
Proof. We have R* E V,,, b y L emma 3.2. Therefore by the Representation 
Theorem 
R*(n)/R*(m) = ($)“” exp [7(n) - 7(m) + J’I ? dtl when m > B. 
Let 0 < 6 < 1 - 01 be fixed and let m be so large that 1 e(t)1 < S when t 2 m. 
Then 
R*(n)iR*(m) 3 ($)“‘-” exp{T(n) - v(m)}, 
and consequently 
m 
t-1 
D+Or 
n 
> R*(m) n 1-a-6exp{7(n) - 7(m)}. 
~xqiipi- ( 1 (3.8) 
But (n/m)1-m-8 > 1, so that the right side of (3.8) has a lim inf as n > m + co 
which is not less than 1. Thus the assertion follows. 
4. THEOREMS OF J,-+Mv-T~~~ 
Now we prove the first of our Tauberian theorems. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p > - 1, R E V, , p, : = R(n) such that P, ---f CD and let 
{s,,} be a sequence of real numbers such that s, = O,(l). Then s, -+ u(J,) implies 
ha - 4h)~ 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume s, 3 0 and u > 0. Let P be 
defined as in (3.2). Then 
q(e-Y) = f pnecyn 
1L==” 
= p, + joa e-ya dP(x) 
=Y jam e-““P(x) dx fory > 0 
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(cf. Widder [19; p. 41, Theorem 2.3a]). Thus by Lemma 3.3 we have 
q(e-Y) N P $- r(p + 2) 
i i 
as r-o+. (4.1) 
Let the functions s and p be defined by 
s(u) := %I + (u - n) (&I+1 - $2) forn,<u<n+ 1, n = 0, l,..., 
/3(t) : = tt s(u) dP(u) for t > 0. 
Then (cf. Widder [19; p. 12, Theorem 6b]) 
qs(ecv) = ,f pkskecklJ 
k=O 
= Paso + J1: e-3(x) dP(x) 
Hence by (4.1) 
= p,s, + km e-+ d/3(x). 
s m edffx d/?(x) = de-7 -y m de 1 - Paso 0 
!Z0P as r-o+. 
Using a well-known Tauberian theorem of Karamata (cf. [17; Theorem 2.31) we 
get ,8(x) N UP(X) as x -+ co, and this is equivalent to 
f  p,s, - p,s, z oP, as n+cc 
k=O 
Therefore, by P, + co, s, -+ ~(44,). 
Since the methods J, and M, are not affected if we change a finite number of 
P n, it is not necessary to require p, > 0. If some of the p, are zero, then we 
consider the MD-transform P$ cRo p$l, only for n > no , with no sufficiently 
large. 
Now we give some applications of Theorem 4.1. 
If q(x) := (1 - x)-i for 0 < x < I, that is p, F= 1, then J, is the Abel- 
method A, whilst MD is the Cesaro-method of order 1, and we get from Theo- 
rem 4.1 the famous theorem of Hardy and Littlewood [6] (cf. Zeller and 
Beekmann [20; p. 1131): I f  s, = O,(l) then s, 4 a(A,) implies s, --f a(C,). 
If q(x) : = (1 - x)-” (a > 0) for 0 ,( x < 1, that is p, = (“‘i-‘), then J, is the 
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generalized Abel-method A,, introduced independently by Amir (Jakimovski) 
[2; Theorem (8.3)] and Rajagopal [14; Corollary I]. In this case Theorem 4.1 
gives: If s, = O,(l), then 
If q(x) :== -ln(l - x) for 0 < x < 1, that is p, = (n + 1)-l, the methods J, 
and M, are the logarithmic methods L and I respectively. Theorem 4.1 now 
gives a theorem of Ishiguro [7; Theorem 21. If q(x) := [-ln(l - x)/x]” (a > 0), 
that is p, N (a/n) In+% as n - co (cf. Zygmund [21; p. 1921) then JD is the 
generalized logarithmic method L, , introduced by Kwee [I I]. Evidently L, is 
equivalent to the logarithmic method L. In this case Theorem 4.1 gives a result 
of Kwee [ 11; Theorem 7].Phillips [ 131 generalized the logarithmic methods L and 
1 in another direction. Theorem 4.1 can be applied to these methods, too. Soni 
[18; Theorem I] showed that s, + u( J,) implies s, --f o(M& if s, = O,(l) 
and if p, is of the form p, = L(n)/(n + 1), where L E V, is positive and con- 
tinuous on [0, co) and si [L(t)/(t + I)] dt + cg as x---f co holds. This is a 
special case of Theorem 4.1, since L(x)/(x + 1) defines a function in I’-, . 
5. TAUBERIAN THEOREMS OF OL-Typ~ 
The following theorem will be needed for the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let J, be regular and suppose 
SUPP, <HPN for N > N,, (H independent of N), (5.1) 
n>N 
nPn __ = O(l), 
p, 
s, - ST&-1 = OL(Pn/PTl). (5.3) 
Then s, --f u( J,) imp&es s, = O,( 1). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume p, > 0 for n > 0. Let m > Na . 
Then 
s, 444 
---=&-~&4P#+ 
d4 
y&J lf+, (sm. - sn) Pnx’” 
=: G(x) + J&4- 
74 
Now 
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L(x) = -$J z; hx” k=$+l (‘k - ‘k-1) 
>-- K “flp,,,pn q(x) n=o Pn+l 
by (5.3), and therefore 
by (5.3), (5.1) and (5.2), and therefore, using Abel’s partial summation, (5.2) and 
(5.1) again, we get for m > I 
Jm (1 - f) 
WfmP, 
Letting m increase indefinitely we see that S, = O,(l) since s, -+ a(/,). 
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Following the proof of Theorem 5.1 we see that Theorem 5.1 holds for 
sequences {ssn} of complex numbers, if we replace 0, by 0. Thus we have 
THEOREM 5.2. Let J, be regular and suppose (5.1), (5.2) and s, - slzel = 
O(pll/P,). Then s, --+ u( J,) implies s, = O(1). 
Theorem 5.1 together with Theorem 4.1 allows us to prove 
THEOREM 5.3. Let p > - 1, R E V, , pn := R(n) such that P,, -+ 00. If 
p = 0, I, 2,... assume in addition that 
for N > N,, (H independent of N). (5.4) 
Let {sn> be a sequence of real numbers such that s, - s,,-~ = O&(p,/P,). Then 
s, + u( J,) implies s, --+ u. 
Proof. Let - 1 < p < 0. By a result of BojaniC and Karamata [4; p. 4(1.7”)] 
we have supnSNpn < HP, for N 3 N, , and by Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.4 
we get np,/Pn = O(1). Thus the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 are fulfilled and 
we have s, = O,( 1). Hence Theorem 4.1 implies s, -+ a(M,). By Lemma 3.1 
we get P, N P,,l as n + co. Using a theorem of Hardy [5; Theorem 21 and 
Ananda-Rau [3], namely that under these conditions s, - s,-r = O&/P,) 
is a Tauberian condition for MD, the assertion follows. Let p = 0. Now 
su~,)~p, < Hp, for N > N, is assumed. Thus the assertion follows as in the 
case -1 < p < 0. Let p > 0, p # 1,2 ,.... We set qn := p,(n + 1)[+l, 
Qn := CraO qk . By Lemma 3.5 the series Cz=,, qn diverges. Therefore, by the 
total regularity of Abel’s method A, 
lim 
X-l- 0 oz ,, (n + 1) qntlE dt = ;ly 5 q&a = CO. 
V%=O 
Accordingly by Stolz’s theorem, for p E (0, 1) 
lirn Z=O [Pdn + 111 ‘3” = lirn .& Z-0 PJnt” dt 
x-,1- CEO [P,/(n + 1)l x” x-,1- E C;=:=, pntn dt 
which means s, --f u( Jts,,(n+l)l). Repeating the same argument ([p] + I)-times, 
we have s, --f u( Jto,,). But R(x) (x + l)-[Dl-l E Vp--[p~--l and - 1 < p - [p] - 1 
< 0. Therefore by the case -1 < p < 0 
sn - sn-1 = Odqn/QJ (5.5) 
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is a Tauberian condition for Jta,) . Thus the assertion follows if (5.5) is fulfilled. 
But taking 01 := [p] + 1 in Lemma 3.6 we see that (5.5) is equivalent to 
sn - s,-r = O&,/P,) what is assumed. 
Let p = 1, 2 ,.... We set qn := p,(n + I)-“, Qn := C,“=,, qk . By Lemma 3.5 
the series Cz=‘=, qn diverges. As in the case p > 0, p # I, 2,... we get s, -+ 
u(Jcpn)). But now R(x) (X + 1))~ E V,, . Therefore by the case p = 0 
s, - ~-1 = O,(qn/QJ (5.6) 
is a Tauberian condition for Jr*,, if sup,>, q,, < Hp, for N > N, , and this is 
(5.4). Taking (II := p in Lemma 3.6 we see that (5.6) is equivalent to s, - s,_r = 
Ot(PnP?J 
Following the proof of Theorem 5.3 we see that Theorem 5.3 holds for 
sequences {sJ of complex numbers if we replace 0, by 0 and use Theorem 5.2 
instead of Theorem 5.1. Thus we have 
THEOREM 5.4. With the assumptions of Theorem 5.3 let {s,} be a sequence of 
complex numbers such that s, - s,-~ = O(p,/P,). Then s, -+ u( J,) implies 
s, -+ u. 
We give some applications of the Theorems 5.3 and 5.4. If Jp is the Abel- 
method A, we get from Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 the famous theorems of Littlewood 
[12] respectively Hardy and Littlewood [6; Theorem 111: Ifs, - s,_r = 0(1/n) 
(or even O,( l/n)), then s, -+ o(A,) implies s, -+ u. If Jp is the generalized 
Abel-method A,, we see by Stirling’s formula that s, - s,-i = OL(p,/P,) is 
equivalent to s, - s,-r = O,( 1 /n). Thus Theorem 5.3 gives the following theo- 
rem, which was stated by Rangachari and Sitaraman [15; Theorem I(A)]: If 
s, - s,-~ = 0,(1/n), then s, + u(A,) implies s, -+ u. If 1, is the logarithmic 
method L, we also get a theorem of Rangachari and Sitaraman [15; Theo- 
rem I(L)]: If s, - s,-~ = O,(I /n In n), then s, -+ o(L) implies s, -+ u. For 
Kwee’s method L, we have pn/Pn N a/n In n as 1z -+ CO (cf. [I 1; p. 831). There- 
fore we get: I f  s, - s,-~ = 0,(1/n In n), then s, --z o(L,) implies s, -+ 0. For 
Phillips’ method L, we have p,/P% N (n In n In, n ... In,,, n)-” as n + CO. 
Therefore we get: Ifs, - s,-~ = O,((n In n In, n ... In,+r n)-l), then s, ---, a(L,) 
implies s, -+ (I ([13; Corollary]). 
The following theorem is a somewhat weaker variant of a part of Theorem 5.3. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let p = 0, 1, 2 ,..., R E V,, , p, := R(n), qn := p,(n + 1)-~-i, 
Qn := C%, qk such that Qn ---f co. Let {s,} be a sequence of real numbers such that 
S, - s,-~ = OL(qn/Qn). Then s,, ---f u( J,) implies s, -j u. 
Proof. Qn -+ co implies 
2 m 
SC 
m 
lim 
r-l- 0 n=o 
(n + 1) qntn dt = Jim- c qnxa = co. 
?I=0 
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Accordingly, as in the proof of Theorem 5.3 (case p > 0, p # 1,2,...), s, --f 
u(Jfan)). Now R(x) (X + 1)-p-l E V-r , therefore the assertion follows from 
Theorem 5.3. 
A corresponding theorem holds with 0 instead of 0, , for complex sequences. 
6. TALJBERIAN THEOREMS OF SCHMIDT’S TYPE 
We start this section with a Tauberian theorem for the MD-method. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let pa-l, REJ’~, R*(x):=JzR(t)dtforx>O,p,:= 
R(n) such that P, --f CO and let (sn> be a sequence of real numbers such that 
lim inf(s, - s,) > 0 when n>m--+co and R*(n)/R*(m) + 1. 
(6-l) 
Then s, + u(MB) implies s, + u. For p > -1 (by Lemma 3.4) the condition 
R*(n)/R*(m) + 1 is equivalent to np,lmp, -+ 1. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume u = 0. By Lemma 3.2 we have 
P*lPm -+ 1 if R*(n)/R*(m) -+ 1. (6.2) 
Now let E > 0 fixed. Then there exist M > 0 and S > 0 such that s, - sm 3 -•E 
when n > m > M with 1 < R*(n)/R*(m) < 1 + 6. Let m, n -+ co subject to 
n > m and 1 + S/2 < R*(n)/R*(m) < 1 + 6. Then by (6.2) 
for n, m sufficiently large. (6.3) 
Further we have, with t, := Pi’ ~~z=opks, , 
pat, - Pdm = i pksk < @n $ c, (pn - pm) if n>m>M, 
k=n+l 
or equivalently 
+ t, - t, < (sn + l ) (+ - 1) if n>m>M. 
m 
By t, --t 0, (6.2) and (6.3) we get lim inf lz+m s, 3 --E. In a similar way we get 
lim sup lE+oD s, < E, and therefore s, + 0. 
As special cases of Theorem 6.1 we get a result of Kwee [IO; Lemma 31, 
for the logarithmic method I and also a result of Phillips [13; Lemma 31. 
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For the proof of the next theorem we need a theorem of Kwee [lo; Lemma I] 
which is a variant of Vijayaraghavan’s well-known theorem (cf. Phillips [13; 
remark to Lemma 71). 
LEMMA 6.2. Let f be an increasing continuous non-negative fimtion in {O, CO) 
such that 
j(u)+ co as u--t co, (6.4) 
f(u) - j(u - 1) - 0 as u--+03, (6.5) 
and let g(t) := xm a-o en(t) s, for t > 0. Suppose that the following conditions are 
satisfied : 
en(t) 3 0 for t > 0, c,(t)-+0 as t-03, 
661 
for t > 0, 
when t>M+cc and f(t) -f(M) -+ a, 
jpw [f(n) -fowl - 0 
when 
M>t+oo d f(M) -f(t) + ~0, 
when 
where 
lim inf[s(t) - s(u)] > 0 
t>u-+cc and f(t) -f(u) -+ 0, 
s(t) := s, jorn,<t<n+l, 
Then s,% = O(I). 
id4 is bounded for t > t, . 
The following theorem generalizes Theorem 5.3. 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
THBOFEM~.~. Letp>--I, REV,, R*(x):=SER(t)dtforx>O,p,:= 
R(n) such that P, ---f 00. If p = 0, 1,2 ,... assume in addition that 
sup p& + I)-” < Hp,(N + 11-p for N > No (H independent of N). 
(6.11) 
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Let {s,,} be a sequence of real numbers such that 
lim inf(s, - s,) > 0 when n)m+co and R*(n)/R*(m) -+ 1. 
(6.12) 
Then s, + u(JD) implies s, + a. For p > -1 (by Lemma 3.4) the condition 
R*(n)/R*(m) -+ 1 is equivalent to np,lmp, ---f 1. 
Proof. Let - 1 < p < 0. Choose u,, > 0 such that siO R(x) dx > 1, and let 
en(t) : = p,eWnit/q(e-lit). 
Then (6.4) is satisfied because of P, + co and Lemma 3.2. Also (6.5) is satisfied 
since R* E V,, by Lemma 3.2 and 
f(u) - f (u - 1) = In R~~‘~ 1) -+ 0 = u-+cQ 
by Lemma 3.1. The conditions (6.6) are clearly fulfilled. We now show that (6.7) 
is satisfied: 
1 
$J pne-nit as 
= w F(P + 2) n=” 
t-+cxl 
by (4.1) where P is defined as in (3.2). Therefore 
pM R*(M) 
P(t) T(P + 2) = R*(t) r(p + 2) as 
t-co 
by Lemma 3.2. Now f(t) -f(M) + co is equivalent to R*(t)/R*(M) + 00. 
Therefore (6.7) holds. (6.8) holds, too: Let M be sufficiently large. Then 
fMdt) [f(n) - f WY = & n$Mpne-n’t In j$& 
1 
= p(t) F(P + 2) ?%=M 
f p,e-“it In * 
409/73/1-6 
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by (4.1), where P again is defined as in (3.2). Therefore by BojaniC and Karamata 
[4; p. 4(1.7”)] we have 
@M l/t m e-xlt ln R*(x) dx 
+(qe M s R*(M) 
- Kh’ t O” e-x/t xR(x) dx 
s P(t) M xR*(x) 
< K&f t Oc e-x/t dx 
p(t) M s M 
(6.13) 
by Lemma 3,4(b), and therefore, again by the result of BojaniC and Karamata, 
fjM c&> [f(n) - f(M)] < K&f # & e-Mlt. (6.14) 
Using Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.2 we get 
< KJ&e-Mjt-+O as M>t-+oo, 
since R*(M)/R*(t) -+ cc implies M/t -+ cc because, if the last conclusion is not 
true, there exists a pair of sequences (tn}, {A&} such that t, --f CO, t, < M, , 
R*(M)/R*(t) - cc and supn(Mn/tn) =: h < co. Now M,/t, < h implies 
R*Vfn) < R*@n) 
R*W 
~ --f ho+1 
R*(tn) 
by Lemma 3.2, and this contradicts R*(M)/R*(t) -+ co. Therefore (6.8) holds. 
Now (6.9) is satisfied because of (6.12), and finally (6.10) holds: 
g(t) = p(e!l,t) &Pr@‘S~ for t > 0 
for0 <X < 1, 
and s, --f u(J,) by assumption. Therefore by Lemma 6.2, s, = O(1). Thus 
Theorem 5.3 implies s, -+ u(M& from which the assertion follows by Theorem 
6.1. 
Let p = 0. The proof of this case follows exactly the same lines as in the case 
- 1 < p < 0 with two differences only: The conclusions (6.13) and (6.14) do 
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not hold by the result of Bojanic! and Karamata but by assumption (6.11). Let 
p > 0, p # I, 2 ,.... We set qn := p,(n + I)--[“l--l, Qn := C,T, qk . Then 
Qn --f co by Lemma 3.5, and as in the proof of Theorem 5.3, case p > 0, 
p -# 1,2,... we get s, -+ o(J~~~,) and R(x) (x + I)-[01-r E VO--[P~--l with -1 < 
p-[p]-I <O. Th ere ore f by the case -1 < p < 0 “lim inf(s, - s,,) > 0 
whenn>m+coand 
I 
n 
R(x) (x + I)-[Q]-~ dx 
IS 
m R(x) (x + I)-~‘- dx + I” (6.15) 
0 0 
is a Tauberian condition for Jtg,, . But (6.15) is by Lemma 3.4(b) equivalent to 
nR(4 (m + l)[ol+I ---f 1 
(n + l)[~l+l mR(m) ’ 
and this is, again by Lemma 3.4, equivalent to 
and 
m [ol+l R*(n) (4 R*(n) -N- n R*(m) - R*(m) 
by Lemma 3.7 with ty := [p] + 1 - p because R*(n)/R*(m) + 1. Let p = 
1, 2,.... We set qn : = p,(n + 1)-o, Qn : = C,“=, qk . Then Q2n ---f cc by Lemma 
3.5 and as in the proof of Theorem 5.3, case p = 1,2,... we get s, -+ u(J{~~) and 
R(x)(x $ I)-DE V,. Therefore by the case p = 0 “lim inf(s, - s,,) > 0 when 
n>m+co and 
uc R(x) (x + I)-0 dx/lm R(x) (x + l)-” dx ---f 1” (6.16) 
0 
is a Tauberian condition for Jre,, . But (6.16) is by Lemma 3.4(b) equivalent to 
nR(n) (m + 1)” ---f 1 
(n + 1)” mR(m) 
and this is, again by Lemma 3.4, equivalent to 
112 
(3 
o R*(n) ---f , 
n R*o ’ 
and 
0 R*(n) R*(n) -N- 
R*(m) - R*(m) 
by Lemma 3.7 with 01 = 0 because R*(n)/R*(m) -+ 1. 
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Now we show that Theorem 5.3 is a consequence of Theorem 6.3. For this it 
suffices to show that the condition s, - s,-r = O&/PJ from Theorem 5.3 
implies (6.12): Let s, - s,-r 3 --i%&/PR . Then for n > m we have 
s, - s, = k=f+l (Sk - Sk-11 3 --K i *. 
k=m+l k 
(6.17) 
NOWR*E I’ O+r by Lemma 3.2 and therefore R/R* E V-r . Thus by Lemma 3. I 
foreachxE[k- l,k] 
R(k) R(t) -- 
R”(K) ‘v ,&, R*(t) ’ 
R(x) R(t) - R(k) 
R*(x) ’ ,-:<y<, R*(t) - R*(k) 
as k + cc. Therefore to E > 0 there exists M such that 
R(k) 
(l - ‘1 R*(k) fork>M and xE[k- l,k]. 
Let n > m > M. Then 
what means 
ln R*(n) - n 
R*(m) - ,=;+, 
R(k) 
R*(k) as 
n>m+co. 
But 
Pk R(k) R*(k) R(k) ---=--N- 
pk R*(k) Pk - R*(k) 
by Lemma 3.2. Consequently 
,i+, k =+ In a as n>m-+co. 
Thus if R*(n)/R*(m) + 1 we have CI==,+, (p,/P,) ---f 0 and therefore 
lim inf(s, - s,,) > 0 by (6.17). 
As special cases of Theorem 6.3 for example we get a theorem of Schmidt 
[16; special case of Satz XI] for the Abel-method A, , a theorem of Jeyarajan [9; 
Theorem 41 for the generalized Abel-method A, , results of Kwee [lo; Theo- 
rem A] and [I I ; Theorem 81 for the logarithmic methods L and L, , a theorem 
of Phillips [13] and again a result of Soni [18; Theorem 21. 
The following theorem is a somewhat weaker variant of a part of Theorem 6.3. 
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THEOREM 6.4. Let p = 0, I,..., R E V, , S*(x) := s; R(t) (t + 1)-,-l dt for 
x>,o,p,:= R(n), qn : = p,(n + 1)-“-l, Q,, : = XL-,, qk such that Q,, -+ 00 us 
n -+ 00. Let {sn} be a sequence of real numbers uch that lim inf(s, - s,,) > 0 when 
n > m * co and S*(n)/S*(m) ---f 1. Then s, --f u(J,) implies s, -+ CT. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 5.5 we have s, --f o(Jm,}) and 
R(x) (x + 1)-o-l E I/_, . Therefore the assertion follows from Theorem 6.3. 
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